Professor Marmelstein’s Favorite Books

Favorite Books - Fiction
Orson Scott Card: Ender's Game*
Arthur C. Clarke: Childhood's End
Douglas Coupland: Microserfs
                      Shampoo Planet
Brett Easton Ellis: Rules of Attraction
                      Glamorama
Harlan Ellison: Strange Wine
                      Stalking the Nightmare
Joe Halderman: The Forever War*
Frank Herbert: Dune*
Nick Hornsby: High Fidelity
Daniel Keys: Flowers for Algernon
Stephen King: The Long Walk
                      Dead Zone
                      The Shining
                      Hearts in Atlantis
Harlan Ellison: Strange Wine
Joseph Haldeman: The Forever War*
Frank Herbert: Dune*
Nick Hornsby: High Fidelity
Daniel Keys: Flowers for Algernon
Stephen King: The Long Walk
                      Dead Zone
                      The Shining
                      Hearts in Atlantis
H.P. Lovecraft: Shadow Over Innsmouth
Ursula K. LeGuin: Lathe of Heaven
Jay McInerney: Bright Lights, Big City
Walter M. Miller: A Canticle for Lebowitz
Chuck Palahniuk: Fight Club
Donna Tartt: The Secret History
Hunter S. Thompson: The Rum Diaries
Jay McInerney: There Will Be War (short stories)
Larry Niven: The Mote in God’s Eye
                      Lucifer’s Hammer
Ayn Rand: Atlas Shrugged
                      Fountainhead
Mordecai Richman: Level 7*
Terry Southern: Candy
Kurt Vonnegut: Mother Night
                      Player Piano
                      Cat’s Cradle
                      Breakfast of Champions
Thomas Wolfe: Bonfire of the Vanities

Favorite Books - Nonfiction
Peter Bernstein: Against the Gods
Mark Bowden: Blackhawk Down
William Craig: Enemy at the Gates
Peter Drucker: Thriving on Chaos
Richard P. Feynmann: Surely You're Joking Mr Feynmann
David Halberstraum: The Reckoning
Sue Horton: The Billionaire Boys Club
Samuel P. Huntington: The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of World Order
Tracey Kidder: Soul of a New Machine
Steven Levy: Hackers
Gen H. Norman Schwartzkopf: It Doesn't Take a Hero
Hunter S. Thompson: The Proud Highway – Saga of a Desperate Southern Gentleman
Alvin Toffler: War and Anti-War
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Computer Science Books:
-- Prey
-- Sex.com
-- Player Piano
-- Level 7
-- I, Robot
-- The Humanoids
-- The Terminal Man